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Cellular transformation is associated with dramatic changes in gene
expression, but it is difficult to determine which regulated genes are
oncogenically relevant. Here we describe Pheno-RNA, a general ap-
proach to identifying candidate genes associated with a specific phe-
notype. Specifically, we generate a “phenotypic series” by treating a
nontransformed breast cell line with a wide variety of molecules that
induce cellular transformation to various extents. By performing
transcriptional profiling across this phenotypic series, the expression
profile of every gene can be correlated with the strength of the
transformed phenotype. We identify ∼200 genes whose expression
profiles are very highly correlated with the transformation pheno-
type, strongly suggesting their importance in transformation. Within
biological categories linked to cancer, some genes show high corre-
lations with the transformed phenotype, but others do not. Many
genes whose expression profiles are highly correlated with transfor-
mation have never been associated with cancer, suggesting the in-
volvement of heretofore unknown genes in cancer.
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Avariety of whole-genome approaches have been used to
determine which genes are important for a specific pheno-

type. Transcriptional profiling of cells under the relevant devel-
opmental or environmental conditions identifies differentially
expressed genes (1–4). While some of these are likely important
for the process of interest, it is unlikely that all of them are. In
this regard, there is surprisingly limited conservation of genes in
different yeast species that respond to a given stress (5). Alter-
natively, classical or systematic genome-scale mutational screens
identify genes that affect a given phenotype (6–8). However,
mutations might confer such phenotypes by indirect and/or ar-
tifactual effects, and many important genes might be missed
owing to the nature of the assay or to functional redundancy.
Integration of other forms of information (e.g., genome binding,
chromatin status, protein–protein interactions, genetic epistasis,
evolutionary conservation) is very helpful in addressing the
connection between genes and phenotypes (9). Here we describe
a new genome-scale approach, termed Pheno-RNA, to identi-
fying genes associated with a specific phenotype.
The key feature of Pheno-RNA is a phenotypic series, a set of

quantitatively measured phenotypes ranging from null to severe
generated by treating cells with a wide variety of experimental
perturbations. The specific perturbations, individually or in combi-
nation, do not matter for Pheno-RNA analysis as long as they
generate a series of phenotypes from weak to strong. The expres-
sion profiles of individual genes under these various experimental
conditions are then correlated with a quantitative measurement of
the phenotype. In principle, the expression profiles of genes driving
or otherwise relevant for the phenotype should be highly correlated
with the degree/strength of the phenotype. Conversely, genes whose
expression is regulated by only one or a few experimental conditions
are likely passengers under those conditions and not generally rel-
evant for the phenotype. Thus, unlike sophisticated approaches that
use multiple transcriptional profiles to correlate gene expression to

the presence or absence of a phenotype (10–16), Pheno-RNA
correlates the transcriptional profile of an individual gene to the
strength of the phenotype.
We apply Pheno-RNA to the process of cellular transforma-

tion, using an inducible model in which transient activation of
v-Src oncoprotein converts a nontransformed breast epithelial
cell line into a stably transformed state within 24 h (10, 17). This
epigenetic switch between stable nontransformed and trans-
formed states is mediated by an inflammatory positive feedback
loop involving NF-κB, STAT3, and AP-1 factors (17, 18), and
many genes are directly and jointly coregulated by these factors
(19). In addition, we identified >40 transcription factors im-
portant for transformation in this model, as well as putative
target sites directly bound by these factors (20). The transcrip-
tional regulatory circuits that are important for transformation in
this model are also used in cancer cell lines and human cancers
from diverse developmental lineages, and they are the basis of an
inflammation index that types human cancers by functional cri-
teria (20). Nevertheless, and despite the molecular description of
these regulatory circuits, it is unclear which genes are important
for transformation. Here we identify >200 genes whose expres-
sion profiles are highly correlated with the degree of transfor-
mation, 90 of which have not previously been associated
with cancer.

Significance

Pheno-RNA is a new idea/method to identify genes important for a
phenotype. It involves 1) generating a phenotypic series that in-
volves different experimental conditions to yield a measurable
phenotype, 2) performing transcriptional profiling under all the
conditions, and 3) correlating gene expression profiles with phe-
notypic strength. Using this method, we identified ∼200 genes
whose expression profiles over 17 conditions show a remarkably
high correlation to the level of transformation. As expected, these
∼200 genes are enriched in biological categories important for
transformation. Within these categories, some genes have very
high correlations with the transformation phenotype, whereas
others do not. Ninety genes with high correlations have not been
previously linked to cancer, suggesting heretofore unknown genes
with a role in cancer.
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Results
Creating a Phenotypic Series. To identify genes associated with
breast cellular transformation, we generated a series of transfor-
mation phenotypes by treating the parental MCF-10A cell line
(i.e., lacking the ER-Src derivative) with a wide variety of signaling
molecules—interleukins, growth factors (RGF, FGFs, HGF,
TGFs), TNF-⍺, IFN-γ, leptin, insulin, TPA, cAMP—either indi-
vidually or in combination. The degree of transformation was
determined quantitively by growth in low attachment, an assay
highly correlated with the more qualitative soft agar assay (21).
With the exception of Oncostatin M, none of signaling molecules
tested individually caused transformation. Out of hundreds of
combinations tested (Dataset S1), we selected 17 combinations to
generate the phenotypic series. These 17 treatments show a wide
range of transformation phenotypes from very mild to severe
(Fig. 1A). Importantly, these treatments do not significantly affect
cell growth in standard (high-attachment) conditions (Fig. 1B).

Transcriptional Profiling across the Phenotypic Series.We performed
RNA-seq experiments to obtain transcriptional profiles under
these 17 conditions (Dataset S2) and analyzed 6,830 genes that
gave measurable values under all conditions. As expected, a few
thousand genes were up- or down-regulated (by more than two-
fold) in each condition compared with the untreated control
(Fig. 2A), and some genes were up- or down-regulated under
multiple conditions (range, 0 to 17; Fig. 2B). We then determined
the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the treated:un-
treated ratios of mRNA levels and the degree of transformation
under the 17 experimental conditions (Dataset S3). The correla-
tion coefficients range from 0.99 to −0.60, compared with the ±0.4
range observed when mRNA values are randomized among the
different conditions (Fig. 3). Some genes have remarkably high
positive correlation coefficients (209 with >0.8 and 82 with >0.9)
that are not observed for any gene in the randomized control data,
strongly suggesting their relevance for cellular transformation.
The results for negatively regulated genes are less dramatic,

but 52 genes have a correlation coefficient <−0.5. Importantly,
for any individual condition, only a subset of genes (range 0.5 to
5.5%) showing regulated expression (Fig. 2A) have a high cor-
relation (>0.6; Fig. 3) with the transformation phenotype.

Genes Highly Correlated with Transformation Are Enriched in Expected
Cancer-Associated Pathways. As expected, genes whose expression
profiles are highly correlated (either positively or negatively) with
transformation are enriched in pathways strongly associated with
cancer progress, such as the inflammatory response, apoptosis,
metastasis, and transcriptional regulators (Fig. 4 A and B and
Dataset S4). In addition, genes showing strong correlation (>0.8)
with the transformation phenotype are enriched for genes that are
up-regulated in the Src-inducible model (Fig. 4C) (19, 20). How-
ever, 81% of these high-correlated genes are not regulated in the
Src-inducible model of transformation. Thus, Pheno-RNA confirms

genes and pathways previously linked to the transcriptional phe-
notype and also identifies genes not identified by other approaches.

Distinguishing among Genes within a Cancer-Associated Pathway That
Are or Are Not Strongly Correlated with the Transformation Phenotype.
Although the inflammatory pathway is critical for transformation,
our results (Fig. 4D) distinguish among inflammatory genes whose
expression patterns are strongly correlated with the transformation
phenotype (examples in red and blue) from those that are not
(examples in green). Some inflammatory genes that are induced by
Src have expression levels highly correlated with the transformation
phenotype (examples in blue), whereas other Src-inducible genes
show essentially no correlation with the transformation phenotype
(examples in green). Conversely, other inflammatory genes have
expression profiles highly correlated with transformation but are
not induced in our ER-Src model (examples in red). These results
suggest the presence of a subset of inflammatory genes important
for transformation. Similar analyses of noninflammatory pathways
previously linked to transformation (e.g., apoptosis, cell prolifera-
tion, metastasis) also reveal subsets of genes whose expression
patterns strongly correlate with transformation.

Identification of Genes Highly Correlated to the Transformation
Phenotype That Have Not Been Previously Associated with Cancer.
As Pheno-RNA is based solely on the connection between spe-
cific phenotypes and gene expression patterns in a defined ex-
perimental system, it provides an unbiased approach to
identifying genes associated with transformation. Therefore, we
used the following approach to identify genes whose expression
patterns are strongly correlated to the transformation phenotype
but have never been previously associated with cancer. First, we
performed an automated PubMed search (National Cancer for
Biotechnology Information’s E-Utilities) on each gene ID and
asked whether it was linked to studies on PubMed. Second, we
reviewed the literature to confirm that the candidate cancer
genes were not associated with cancer. Third, we cross-checked
the candidate genes against the Network of Cancer Genes, which
contains detailed information on 2,372 cancer genes; the Cancer
Gene Census database, which catalogs genes with mutations
causally implicated in cancer; Tumor-Associated Genes; and
COSMIC and cBIOPortal, which focus on cancer alterations
rather than on cancer genes.
Using this approach, we identified 90 genes strongly linked to

the transformation phenotype (R >0.8) but not previously as-
sociated with cancer (Dataset S3). Interestingly, these genes are
enriched in biological pathways, including immune response
LTBR1, chemotaxis CCR1, and adenosine A1 receptor sig-
naling pathways (Fig. 5). Some of these 90 genes are up-
regulated in the Src-inducible model, whereas others are not.
Conversely, we identified six genes negatively linked to the
transformation phenotype (R <−0.5) and previously not associ-
ated with cancer. These genes are new candidates for a role in
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Fig. 1. Transformation levels and differentially expressed genes. Relative growth levels of MCF-10A cells grown on low-attachment (A) or high-attachment (B) plates
for 5 d in 17 different conditions (A to Q and see Dataset S1): A, LPS; B, TGF-⍺ + IFN-Y; C, IFN-Y; D, TGF-⍺ + HGF + IFN-Y; E, HGF + IFN-Y; F, LIGHT; G, TGF-⍺ + HGF; H,
Onco M + IFN-Y; I, Onco M+ TGF-⍺ + IFN-Y; J, Onco M + TGF-⍺ + HGF + IFN-Y; K, Onco M + LPS; L, Onco M + HGF + IFN-Y; M, Onco M; N, Onco M + LPS+ LIGHT; O,
Onco M + TGF-⍺; P, Onco M + LIGHT; Q, Onco M + TGF-⍺ + HGF; and (−) as control.
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cancer and thus worthy of functional analysis, either individually
or in combination.

Discussion
Pheno-RNA, a Method to Identify Genes Strongly Associated with a
Phenotype. Our Pheno-RNA analysis distinguishes genes whose
expression profiles are strongly associated with the degree of
cellular transformation as opposed to genes that are regulated by
a specific condition (e.g., Src induction) that causes a transfor-
mation phenotype. It also identifies new genes that are candi-
dates for affecting the phenotype. Presumably, genes with high
correlation coefficients are important for the transformation phe-
notype assayed here (i.e., growth under conditions of low attach-
ment). Conversely, regulated genes with poor correlation coefficients
are likely to be more relevant for nononcogenic function(s) of the
specific experimental condition(s). However, it remains possible that
some of these low-correlating genes are important for the transfor-
mation phenotype, particularly if pairwise (or higher-order) inter-
actions between genes affect their transcriptional profiles and
oncogenic function.
In principle, genes with high correlation coefficients could ei-

ther drive the phenotype or be coregulated with a pathway im-
portant for the phenotype. In this regard, the 90 genes with high
correlation coefficients that were not previously associated with
cancer nevertheless are enriched in biological pathways (e.g., im-
mune response, CCR signaling, adenosine A1 receptor signaling)
associated with cancer. As such, Pheno-RNA can help identify
previously unrecognized genes within a pathway that contribute to
a phenotype. In addition, it provides independent evidence for the
importance of the pathway in mediating the phenotype.
More generally, Pheno-RNA can be applied to multiple phe-

notypes generated by the experimental conditions. For example,
the experimental conditions and transcriptional profiling data
presented here can be linked to other transformation-related
phenotypes, such as morphology, focus formation, cell motility/
invasive growth, mammosphere formation, and metformin sensi-
tivity. The phenotypic series will likely differ among these various
phenotypes, making it possible to identify different sets of genes
associated with these phenotypes. Finally, Pheno-RNA should be
generally applicable for any phenotype that can be quantitated
and for which multiple experimental conditions can be used to
generate a phenotypic series.

Implications for Cellular Transformation. Our Pheno-RNA analysis
identified 208 genes whose expression profiles are highly correlated
(>0.8) with the degree of cellular transformation. This high corre-
lation is far beyond chance expectation (as defined by randomized
shuffled data, which revealed no genes with a correlation >0.8),
suggesting the relevance of these genes for cellular transformation.

Only some of these genes are induced by Src in the original model
system, thereby helping distinguish transformation-related genes
from those induced by Src for nononcogenic reasons. Conversely,
some genes showing very high correlation coefficients are poorly
induced by Src activation. Thus, Pheno-RNA provides a more
robust list of transformation-associated genes than previously
obtained from the ER-Src model.
As expected, the transformation-associated genes identified by

Pheno-RNA are enriched in biological categories linked to
cancer. Importantly, Pheno-RNA can help discriminate the
functional importance of genes within these cancer-related cat-
egories, because some genes show very strong correlations,
whereas others do not. In addition, we found 90 genes with very
high correlations that have not been previously associated with
cancer by various approaches. These 90 genes are enriched in
certain biological categories, some of which are known to be
meaningful for transformation. As such, Pheno-RNA can iden-
tify genes within a cancer-related pathway that were not previ-
ously associated with cancer. Of course, genetic validation is
required to prove functional importance for any individual gene,
and gene and/or pathway redundancy might require simulta-
neous depletion of multiple proteins to observe effects on
transformation efficiency. Nevertheless, our results provide a
prioritized list of genes to be examined for their effect on cellular
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transformation, and it seems likely that some of them have a
functional role.

Materials and Methods
Cell Culture. The nontransformed breast cell line MCF-10A (American Type
Culture Collection) (22) was cultured in DMEM/F-12 (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
supplemented with 5% FBS, 20 ng/mL epidermal growth factor, 0.01 mg/mL
insulin, 500 ng/mL hydrocortisone, 100 ng/mL cholera toxin, and 1% anti-
biotics (penicillin/streptomycin) in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator at 37 °C
(10, 17). Cells were subjected to no more than eight passages in culture
before their use in experiments. Treatment was performed with different
combinations of the factors listed in Dataset S1 at the annotated concen-
tration or with equal volumes of PBS. All growth factors and molecules were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

Transformation Assay. The levels of transformation mediated by the com-
pounds listed in Dataset S1 were determined by a growth in low attachment
(GILA) assay essentially as described previously (21), except that 384-well plates
were used and the cell concentration was optimized to 25 cells per well in
30 μL. As a control for cell growth, the same samples were assayed on standard
plates that permit high attachment. Cells were assayed for ATP content as a
surrogate for number of viable cells after 5 d of incubation at 37 °C. Each plate
assay had five replications, and the entire screen was repeated three times.
The data are presented as the average of these replicates. Cell viability was
measured with the CellTiter-Glo (Promega) luminescent assay using the En-
Vision plate reader (PerkinElmer).

Transcriptional Profiling. Transcriptome-level mRNA profiling was performed
by 3′READS as described previously (23). Total RNA was extracted with TRIzol
(Invitrogen) and purified using QIAGEN RNeasy columns with DNase I
treatment according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Barcoded RNA-seq
libraries were constructed using the 3′READS procedure, and the amplified
libraries were purified with SizeSelector-I beads (Aline Biosciences) as de-
scribed previously (23). Purified barcoded libraries were then quantified with a
Bioanalyzer (Agilent) and sequenced at the Harvard Bauer Core Facility using
the Illumina NextSeq 500 system. Raw reads were aligned to GENCODE-
defined transcripts and the human reference genome (hg19) using Bowtie,
allowing one mismatch. The number of mapped reads ranged between 6 and
22 million among the samples. For each condition, read counts for each gene

were normalized to the total number of true Poly(A) read pairs, and gene
expression levels were indicated as reads per million (RPM) values.

The analyses were performed on the 6,830 genes that gave a measurable
signal in all 17 conditions as well as in the control condition. Differentially
expressed genes under a given condition (Fig. 2 A and B) were identified by
comparing their normalized gene expression values in parallel cultures of
treated cells vs. untreated cells. A differentially expressed gene was defined
arbitrarily as having a greater than twofold difference, either positive or
negative, between treated and untreated cells. As a control, untreated cells
were mock-treated with medium lacking inducers; the small set of genes
showing a greater than twofold difference represent experimental varia-
tion. As shown in Fig. 2A, the number of differentially expressed genes in an
experimental condition is approximately 10-fold greater than in the control
experiment, indicating that the false discovery rate (FDR) for each condition
is ∼10%.

Correlation between Transformation Levels and Gene Expression Profiles. For
all experimental conditions, normalized read counts for each of the 6,830
expressed genes (Dataset S2) were correlated to the level of transformation
(ATP values in cells grown in low attachment) by calculating Pearson cor-
relation coefficients (r) using the Excel CORREL function. As a control, RNA
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values for every gene were randomly shuffled across the 17 treatments and
then correlated to the transformation level. Correlation coefficients >0.8 are
highly significant, as such values were never obtained in five independent
random shuffling experiments. For correlation coefficients between 0.6 and
0.8, 299 were observed with experimental data, as opposed to only 25 with the
shuffled data, yielding an FDR of 8.4% for this bin. The overrepresentational
significance (P value) for each set of genes was calculated using the Fisher
exact test.

Gene Ontology Analyses. Gene sets based on correlation cutoffs were used as
input for MetaCore Functional Enrichment by Gene Ontology using pathway
maps to identify biological pathways associated with transformation (https://
portal.genego.com/cgi/data_manager.cgi). An FDR cutoff of 0.05 was used
to identify pathway maps significantly associated transformation. Network

analysis were also performed using Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA)
and DAVID ontology.

Data Availability. Sequencing data for the transcriptional profiling have been
deposited in the National Cancer for Biotechnology Information’s Gene
Expression Omnibus database, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo (accession
no. GSE149141). All other study data are included in the main text and
supporting information.
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